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ABSTRACT

Internet security is vital issue recently. it is necessary to protect our assets or valuable data from unauthorized person. There are number of techniques are available, one of them is honeypot. Honeypots are modern approach to give high level security to our data. Honeypot can be deployed at victim’s site to attract and divert an attacker from their intended source or targets. Honeypots have the big advantage that they do not gives the vital information to the unauthorized person because each traffic is observed by this security mechanism. This fact enables the system to log every byte that passes from network as well as from honeypot and it relates this data with other sources to find the real source of attack as well as attacker.

In this paper the brief introduction of honeypots and the types and its uses are described. And also paper this paper would give introduction about Kerberos finally we shall conclude by looking at the future of honeypot using Kerberos.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years global communication is more significant in every day. So that computer crimes are growing rapidly as well as demand for more aggressive form of security also increases. One of this security methods involves the use of honeypots to as gather as much information as possible related to attack and attacker is one main target of honeypot. Usually information gathering should be done without attacker’s knowledge.

The much information is from honeypot servers, the more appropriate attack pattern we can generate and we can find the source of attack. Honeypot is an outstanding technology that helps us to secure our valuable data from the attacker.

WHAT IS HONEYPOT AND HONEYNET?

The honeypot is basically virtual machine for information gathering and learning to emulate real machine. Honeypots do not have any untrusted, unuseful servers, workstations on network because they are closely watched by administrator. fig 1 shows general diagram of honeypot.
Its primary purpose is not to avoid the attackers but gathers more information about it by giving information from the honeypot. All this information is used to learn more about the technical knowledge and abilities of the attackers. After gathering all this information we will give more security to our data.

Two or more honeypots on network from a honeynets. Basically Honeynet is used for monitoring a network in which one honeypot may not be sufficient. To successfully design a honeynet we must correctly arranged the honeynet architecture.

There are two main reasons why honeypots are deployed
I. To learn and gather information about attacker.
II. To gather forensic information required to aid in the prosecution of intruders.

**TYPES OF HONEYPOT**

Honeypots has two types –
1) Low interaction
2) High interaction

Basically interaction measures the amount of activity that an intruder may have with honeypot. Depending on this interaction we categorize honeypots in above two types

**Low interaction**-- Typical low interaction honeypot is also known as gen-I honeypot. They had only basic mechanism for capturing requirements and data control. The firewall is used to data control requirement in this type. In IDS also has two major roles the first role is capture all network traffic and second is to parse network traffic.
Diagram 3: gen-I honeypot

2) High interaction: A typical high interaction honeypot consists of the following elements: Resource of Interest, Data Control, Data Capture, and Data Loss. Once the honeypot is compromised, malicious users may try to attack from the honeypot but the firewall avoids and captures the data and alerts the administrator.

HONEYPOT ARCHITECTURE

GENERATION-I HONEYPOT (LOW INTERACTION): This generation honeypot is the beginner for automated attack against the network. It only provides the services of honeypot not actually honeypot and by providing the services. It does not provide the actual operating system so the attacker cannot gain access to the system. In this IDS, only captures the network traffic; there is no modification can be performed in the system for network traffic. Examples of this are Honeyd for stimulating large structured network and Specter works on an application layer for large enterprise.
GENERATION-II HONEYPOT (HIGH INTERACTION)

This generation proving better mechanism of data capture and control. It providing the actual operating system to collect the target attacker to gain more information against the attacker and analyzing by monitoring log information about the attacker.

Example of this is Honeynet which is used for research purpose for Forensic lab to know in which pattern the attacker will attack and collecting the information about the attacker.

![Diagram 6: working of honeynet.](attachment:image)

KERBEROS AS SECURITY PROTOCOL

The Kerberos comes from Greek methodology for network authentication protocol. It providing secure authentication, application, and network devices having password storage mechanism. In Kerberos message hiding while transferring in the network.

In TELNET, FTP and other protocols password are visible in network packets while transferring in the network and can be identified but Kerberos server provides in the encrypted form so which is unreadable and can not be easily identified helpful for large telecommunication network.

How it works?

Kerberos is a trusted third party for the secure verification. It contains the following parameters

- **Realm**: A user defined Administrative boundry.
- **Key Distribution Center (KDC)**: It provides encrypted tickets to ensure a secret key to user.
- **Principal**: Providing unique name for each user services.
- **Tickets**: Helpful for client authentication to a server.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have provided a brief overview of honeypot in terms of security provided in the various architecture in the generation of honeypot. It is a useful tool for security purpose in the enterprise if honeypot can be used for web based clients because number of attacker are trying to hack the system using internet this is very helpful for forensic lab to analyze the attacker information.

Kerberos it is mechanism which is very helpful for security purpose in the network as used in KDC which is powerful and fully secure as encrypted keys is provided as future if we use as security protocol to implements the honeypot.
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